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"The names of 20 Palestinians who died of torture in the regime’s prisons revealed"

•

Thousands of Palestinians and Syrians are stranded on the streets of south Syria as Jordan closes
its borders

•

Palestinian refugee kidnapped in south Syria

•

A Palestinian member of “Liwaa Al-Quds” gets injured in the Deraa clashes

•

Palestinian-Syrian students achieve advanced grades in secondary school exams

Victims
The Syrian regime has informed the families of 20 Palestinian
refugees from Al-Aedin camp in Hama, central Syria, about the
death of their sons due to torture in its prisons. According to the
reports received by the Action Group, they were told through the
General Authority for Palestinian Arab Refugees, which received the
information from the security branches of the Syrian regime
According to several reports, the Action Group announced the
names of the 20 refugees whose parents have been informed as
follows: “Ibrahim Al-Darby,” “Mohanad Al-Ruba,” “Ahmed AlRuba,” “Ahmed Tayseer Qadoura,” “Saeed Reda Traweya,” “Salem
Shaker Fanos,” “Mowafaq Mobasher,” “Zaher Mowafaq Mobasher,”
“Abd

Al-Karim

Nasser,”

“Ahmed

Mohammed

Al-Khatib,”

“Mohammed Qassem Sweed,” “Wael Abu Rashed,” “Marhaf AlSaady Al-Tayrawy,” “Abd Al-Rahman Murad,” “Ghiath Murad,”
“Ayham Diab,” “Mahmoud Mayaary,” “Mohammed Abd El-Rahman
Awad,” and “Ahmed Abd El-Rahman Awad.”

Raising the number of victims of torture who were killed in the
Syrian prisons and detention camps and who were documented by
the Action Group for Palestinians of Syria to (503) refugees who
died while being detained in the Syrian regime’s prisons, where the
detainees suffer from severe torture, the lack of health care and
detention in inhumane conditions in the detention facilities, under
strict secrecy by the security forces regarding their fates.

Latest Developments
Thousands of Palestinians and Syrians in Deraa are suffering from
extremely bad living conditions, after being forcibly displaced from
their homes because of the military operations launched by the
Syrian regime forces against the armed Syrian opposition groups in
south Syria. Deraa camp for Palestinian refugees and its
neighboring areas were also subjected to continued bombardments,
with explosive barrels and artillery rockets and shells.

While the families are living on the streets without any urgent relief
services, such as tents, food, sanitation, water and basic services,
where the south of Syria suffers from a severe shortage of basic

services that doubled since the start of military operations launched
by the regime on the neighborhoods of the city of Deraa.
This comes in light of the closure of Jordan for all its crossings with
the Syrian opposition, announcing on the tongues of its authorities
that Jordan will not allow the entry of anymore refugees from Syria,
despite dozens of humanitarian appeals made by the civilians in
Deraa.
Meanwhile, Palestinian activists reported the news of local
sources, that an unknown armed group kidnapped Palestinian
refugee “Ayham Eqab,” a resident of the town of Sidon in the
western suburbs of Deraa, on the evening of Sunday 24th of June.
He was taken to the village of Karim in the area of Lajat, and to this
moment the reason for his kidnap remains unknown.
According to the Action Group’s correspondent, kidnappings have
recently increased for various reasons, most notably a ransom
demand, while a state of security and armed chaos takes over the
south of Syria.
Meanwhile,

Palestinian

refugee

"Mohammed Saif al-Din," a military
ambulance officer in Liwaa Al-Quds, one
of the factions loyal to the Syrian regime,
was injured in the battles in the south of
Syria between the regime and the Syrian
opposition forces. He is a resident of
Neirab camp for Palestinian refugees in
Aleppo.

In another context, the Palestinian-Syrian students achieved
significant success, in the results of the general secondary school
examinations in Syria, despite the difficult and unstable conditions
they experienced during the war in Syria and their reflection on
them, in terms of displacement from their homes and the dire
economic and living conditions they experienced.
Palestinian-Syrian student “Zahra Awdah,” achieved a total of 239.3
marks out of 240, while “Lina Jamal Hemed,” received 239 out of
240 marks, thus achieving the first rank in the secondary school
examinations at the level of the Syrian Arab Republic.
While the student “Ayah Mahawash” received a total of 256.5 out of
290 marks. “Mohammed Nour Fawaz Ismaeil,” achieved a total
score of 234.8 out of 240 marks, and “Zahra Arafat Halawa” got a
score of 234 out of 240 marks.
Dozens of Palestinian-Syrian students have achieved high marks in
the results of the basic education exams that were issued a few days
ago.

